CONCERT AT BIETZEN (Germany)
Every now and then we are so lucky to experience magic moments in our lifes. I
experienced such a moment on March 31st at Bietzen and I suppose it was much the same
for the other listeners as well. My husband and me attended a concert by Andrea Carri and
Franceco Camminati, following an invitation of my sister-in-law Elke, who is member of the
small but fine fanclub from that musician. So far I just knew some of his performances by browsing
the net, but the performance that was awaiting us was simply great. The "Piano Man" and his
drummer Francesco Camminati took us into a world of musical extravagance.
The name "Piano-Man" really hits the mark, because Andrea and his piano melt to a unity.
Wonderfully soft tones, accompanied by the intense facial expression from the young
musician. Furios the increasing intensity of the performances, ending with touching fading
sounds. Exciting also the tremendous drumsolo by Francesco.
It was a great evening with excellent, likeable and her music loving musicians. The applause did not
end and the encores were the cherry on top of a wonderful evening in a great atmosphere. A very
big thanks for all of that! What made this experience even more unique is the story behind.
Andrea and his "team" travel from Italy, play without fee and take the strain to visit their
fan club. The accompanying persons are also involved with body and soul and very nice
and friendly. After the concert, Andrea and his companions took a lot of time to talk to t
heir audience. I sincerely hope that this evening was not just for us but also for Andrea
and his crew a very special one.
One thing I know for sure: I will definitely be back the next time that Andrea Carri comes to
Germany. Until then I wish Andrea and his team all the best and the success that they deserve.
Irene Jakobs

